Case Study

Data-logging system for in-vehicle testing

CNH Industrial

Challanges

Challanges

CNH Industrial, a leading designer and manufacturer of
machinery for agricultural and construction equipment,
industrial vehicles, buses and trucks, needs a data-logging
system for in-vehicle tests that:



Intuitive and easy to use
interface



Quick switch from one
configuration to another



To
measure
50
temperature signals and
16
pressure
signals
analyzed together with all
the signals coming from
CAN control unit, included
GPS speed data



To save data in open
formats

Solutions


Stand-alone system that
measures heterogeneus
signals



Touch screen and intuitive
interface



Is intuitive, easy to use while driving the vehicle;



Allows operator to switch quickly from one sensor
configuration to another in order to minimize setup time;



Measures 50 temperature signals and 16 pressure signals
analyzed together with all the signals coming from CAN
control unit, included GPS speed data;



Saves data in open formats, readable with a variety of
post-analysis tools.

Resources


Embedded CompactDAQ



iDaq



Easy Data Logger



Touch screen
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Solution
CNH Industrial is global leader
in

capital

goods

sector.

Through its various business

designs, CNH manufactures
and sells machines for the
agricultural and construction
equipment,

trucks,

commercial vehicles,

buses

and special vehicles, as well as
a

broad

portfolio

powertrain

of

applications.

Present in all major global
markets, CNH Industrial aims

To meet the demand of CNH Industrial a stand-alone system was
chosen. The solution consists of a touch screen connected to an
Embedded Compact DAQ on which iDaq and Easy Data Logger, two
software solutions developed by T4SM, were installed.
iDaq is a configurable and expandable software for data acquisition that
through Easy Data Logger application it is saved to a file. iDaq simplifies
each test and measurement operation due to ease of setup and the
ability to switch from one configuration to another in just one click. iDaq
also allows processing, visualization and storage of CAN bus signals
together with signals coming from DAQ modules.
Easy Data Logger, an add-on for iDaq, allows saving data in an easy and
fast way thanks to its customizable interface and the ability to create
synoptic panels in a few clicks.

to expand its presence in
emerging markets and also
through its joint ventures.
www.cnhindustrial.com
CNH Industrial N.V. Corporate
Office:
25 St. James's Street

London, SW1A 1HA
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Benefits and results

TOOLS for SMART MINDS (T4SM)
is a system integrator that
develops software solutions for
manufacturing companies.
T4SM is Alliance Partner of
National Instruments and the
development team consists of
Certified LabVIEW Architects (CLA)
who have long experience in LV
Real-Time Programming and LVFPGA.
T4SM designs from scratch to high
-quality solutions easily integrable
with third-party products, which
help customers to shorten time-to
-market of their systems.

The major benefit is the user-friendliness of the system that allows
technical team to run tests focusing on their work. The touch screen
allows checking the measurements without interfering with the vehicle
driving. The ability to switch from one configuration to another in a few
clicks allows to greatly reduce the setup time.

“T4SM support has always been timely and punctual,
it has always managed to meet our needs and to find
solutions to problems occurring during start-up of
new equipment. The provided software has largely
fulfilled the expectations and it has proved it is an
easy-to-use tool.”
Roberto Albanello — @CNH Industrial

T4SM
uses
the
AGILE
methodology for the development
of software projects and the codesign of applications with
immediate benefits for customers,
helping them to gain a
competitive
advantage
over
competitors.

For technical support and product
information:
www.toolsforsmartminds.com
TOOLS for SMART MINDS
Corporate headquarter
Via Padania, 16
25030 Castel Mella
Brescia (Italy)
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